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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

In 1991, the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) funded a study of 232 vineforest sites in the 

South-East Queensland Bioregion, in association with the Queensland Herbarium. The study 

culminated in the publication of The Vineforest Plant Atlas for South-East Queensland, and 

identified 63 vineforest stands of high conservation value and 122 regionally threatened flora 

species. 

 

The 1996 WWF South-East Queensland Vineforests project was developed to use the results 

of the 1991 study to promote the conservation and management of the Vineforest Atlas high 

conservation value sites. Funding for the project was provided by a Federal ‘Save the Bush’ 

grant.  The project was conducted by Vineforest Liaison Officer Bruce Boyes, under the 

direction of an Advisory Committee consisting of representatives from the Department of 

Environment, the Department of Natural Resources, and the conservation movement. 

 

Proposals were developed to further the conservation management of high-priority vineforest 

sites.  Implementation of each of the proposals developed is now underway.  Once these 

proposals are implemented all 12 sites will have better protection.  Additionally the project 

has improved the conservation of 9 of Queensland’s endangered plants. 

 

Other key outcomes of the project include the establishment of a demonstration site near 

Maryborough (Teddington Weir); an extensive public education and awareness campaign to 

promote the conservation of vineforests, including fliers, talks, newsletter articles, and public 

displays; and substantial progress towards funding for financial assistance for landholders 

who conserve vineforests. 

 

The extensive public education and awareness campaign and exhaustive networking between 

groups and individuals involved in vineforest conservation has meant that the 1996 Vineforest 

Project has been highly successful in generating a high level of State Government, Local 

Government, landholder and community support for the conservation and active management 

of vineforest scrubs in the South-East Queensland Bioregion.  The project objectives have 

been successfully met and the project will continue with funding from other sources. 

 

Many joint ventures have been initiated and WWF is pleased to be able to provide continued 

support for stakeholder involvement in protection of vineforests through 1997.  In a period of 

just over 2 years the initial funding of $24,850 from the Save the Bush Program will result in 

conservation work totaling over $115,000. 

 

WWF Australia would like to thank the many people who have contributed to the project, 

especially the Vineforests Project Advisory Committee for support and assistance that was 

outstanding. Without the advice and help of Paul Sattler, Peter Bostock, Paul Forster, Bob 

Skitch, Peter Lawson, Steve Barry, Andrea Leverington, Dr. Aila Keto and Imogen Zethoven 

the achievements of the 1996 WWF Vineforests Project would not have been possible. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

The following recommendations can be made to assist vineforest conservation in the South-

East Queensland Bioregion: 

 

1. Substantial funding is urgently required from the Queensland and/or Federal 

Government for the provision of financial assistance to landholders who protect and 

manage areas of remnant vegetation. 

  

2. The Queensland Government must work towards a flexible system of conservation 

management agreements including the registration of Local Government Conservation 

Agreements on land titles. 

  

3. The Queensland and Federal Governments must actively encourage nature-based 

tourism as an alternative industry in rural areas. 

  

4. To achieve gains in conservation the Queensland Conservation movement must stop 

dealing with the symptoms and start working to find solutions to the causes of 

vegetation clearance. 

  

5. Substantial funding is urgently required from the Queensland and/or Federal 

Government for investigation into, and implementation of, appropriate methods for the 

management of threats to vineforests from weeds and fire. 

  

6. Substantial funding is urgently required from the Queensland and/or Federal 

Government for further flora and fauna surveys and conservation actions in 

vineforests. 

  

7. Nature conservation planning in Queensland must take a bioregional approach. 

  

8. The Queensland Department of Environment should investigate alternative options to 

acquisition of environmentally significant areas.  One option would be a program 

similar to that operated by the Trust for Nature in Victoria. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

In 1991, the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) funded a study of 232 vineforest sites in the 

South-East Queensland Bioregion, undertaken in association with the Queensland Herbarium 

by P.I. Forster, P.D. Bostock, L.H. Bird and A.R. Bean.  The study culminated in the 

publication of The Vineforest Plant Atlas for South-East Queensland.  The Vineforest Atlas 

identified 63 significant vineforest sites and 122 regionally threatened flora species. 

 

The 1996 WWF South-East Queensland Vineforests Project was a follow-up of the 1991 

study.  The results of the 1991 study were used to promote the conservation and management 

of the Vineforest Atlas Significant Sites, carried out by Vineforest Liaison Officer Bruce 

Boyes under the direction of an Advisory Committee consisting of representatives from the 

Department of Environment, the Department of Natural Resources, and the conservation 

movement. 

 

Since the publication of the Vineforest Atlas, five additional Significant Sites have been 

identified, and three non-significant Vineforest Atlas sites have been reclassified as 

Significant Sites.  This brings the total number of Significant Sites to 71. 

 

Specific action on all of the 71 significant sites was beyond the resources of this project.  For 

this reason, sites were prioritised to "high-priority", "medium-priority", and "low-priority" 

according to significance and threat levels.  Priorities have been decided in consultation with 

the authors of the Vineforest Plant Atlas and other stakeholders. 

 

10 high-priority sites were identified for initial action, based on significance and threat levels. 

For sites to be classified as a "high-priority" they had to satisfy a least two of the following 

criteria: 

 

 The site features endangered and/or vulnerable plant species that are not at present securely 

conserved. 

  

 The site features a vineforest community that is rare or unique or has been largely cleared, 

or the site is in a geographical area where most vineforest has been cleared. 

  

 The site faces serious and immediate threats. 

 

Two further high-priority sites were added during the course of the project bringing the 

number of sites for action to 12. 
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2.  PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

 

Project objectives were decided in consultation with the authors of the Vineforest Atlas, the 

Advisory Committee, and other stakeholders. 

 

General Objectives 

 

General Vineforest Conservation. To promote the improved conservation of all vineforests 

throughout the South-East Queensland bioregion, including the vineforests identified in the 

Vineforest Plant Atlas for South-East Queensland. 

 

Specific Vineforest Conservation. To promote the improved conservation of vineforests 

identified as "Significant Sites" in the Vineforest Plant Atlas for South-East Queensland and 

subsequent surveys. 

 

Specific Objectives 

 

1. Promote vineforest conservation and the WWF Vineforests Project through a series of 

demonstration sites. The demonstration sites will be in strategic locations throughout 

the Project region, on sites with cooperative landholders and/or land managers. 

 

2. Implement an education and publicity program about vineforest conservation and the 

WWF Vineforests Project. This will include articles in Landcare and community group 

newsletters, presentations to Landcare and community groups, newspaper articles, and 

displays at rural field-days and conferences. 

 

3. Research general impediments to private vineforest conservation and link the WWF 

Vineforests Project to solutions. Where no solutions are available, recommend policy 

changes. 

 

4. Research specific impediments to conservation for the "Significant Sites" and work 

with the landholders and/or land managers to encourage the implementation of 

solutions. The research will include air photo assessment, cadastral referencing, site 

visits, the initiation of Nature Refuge Agreements, and extensive liaison with the 

landholder and/or land manager, community groups, Local Governments, and State 

and Federal Government Departments. 

 

5. Resources permitting, initiate the collation of fauna data for vineforest sites. The 

Vineforest Plant Atlas for South-East Queensland identified 63 "Significant Sites" 

based on flora significance, but a proportion of the remaining 169 Atlas sites are likely 

to have fauna significance.  These sites should be identified and protected to the same 

degree as sites with flora significance. 
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3.  PROJECT OUTCOMES 

 

This section documents the outcomes and achievements of the project in the context of the 

Project Objectives. 

 

3.1 Promote vineforest conservation and the WWF Vineforests Project through a 

series of demonstration sites. 

 

Proposals were developed for three demonstration sites.  Funding from sponsors was required 

to develop the sites and provide interpretive materials.  One site, Teddington Weir, has now 

been funded and negotiations continue with potential corporate sponsors for the two other 

sites. 

 

The Teddington Weir proposal succeeded because the sponsor has a direct interest in the site, 

whereas with Olsen’s Capricorn Caverns and the Berlin Scrub Nature Refuge, proposals were 

prepared to try and suit an unknown sponsor. To facilitate opportunities for further 

Teddington Weir type successes in the future, much of the responsibility for sponsorship 

needs to rest with on-ground project officers.  This considerable additional workload has had 

an effect on other work areas, but the developing success of the Teddington Weir project 

makes this work worthwhile. 

 

Olsen's Capricorn Caverns 

 

Olsen’s Capricorn Caverns, north of Rockhampton are well known for spectacular limestone 

formations and significant threatened bat species. However The Caves area also features 

approximately 300 hectares of significant vineforest (Vineforest Atlas Site 1).  A range of 

threatened flora species are present, including the endangered fern Tectaria devexa. This fern 

grows in the darkened cave entrances. 

 

The owners of Olsen’s Capricorn Caverns, the Augusteyn family, have been very progressive 

in regards to conservation issues.  They have been carefully managing their caves and 

vineforest areas, and have been actively promoting vineforest conservation (Refer Appendix 

3). Much of the vineforest management work has involved the control of the invasive exotic 

madeira vine Anredera cordifolia, and research into control measures. 

 

A sponsorship proposal incorporating a public awareness campaign for Tectaria devexa, the 

preparation of a Recovery Plan for one of the threatened species at the site, construction of an 

interpretive display, and the preparation of an information pamphlet about vineforests has 

been prepared.  Unfortunately, the initial sponsorship fell through at a late stage in the 

negotiations. Subsequent to this, discussions were held with a number of large companies in 

Gladstone. It is proposed that this will be pursued in the 1997 phase of the project. 
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Berlin Scrub Nature Refuge 

 

The Berlin Scrub Nature Refuge, in the Lockyer Valley west of Brisbane, was the very first 

such agreement between the Queensland Government and a private landholder, and serves as 

a great example to other landholders (Refer Appendix 3). Berlin Scrub is a highly significant 

vineforest community featuring a range of threatened flora and fauna. Present are the Black-

breasted Button-quail and the Wonga pigeon, and the plant species Notelaea lloydii and 

Capparis mitchellii. 

 

A sponsorship proposal was prepared for construction of an access road, fencing an area of 

scrub, initiating weed management in the fenced area, signage, and a field day.  Unfortunately, 

as with the Olsen’s Capricorn Caves demonstration site proposal, the Berlin Scrub 

demonstration site sponsorship proposal fell through at a late stage in the negotiations. 

 

A number of large companies operating in the area west of Brisbane were contacted. Another 

three proposals were prepared and forwarded to potential sponsors.  Unfortunately, serious 

problems emerged with access to Berlin Scrub, making public access almost impossible. This 

made the high level of community involvement required by many corporate sponsorship 

guidelines very difficult to achieve. 

 

Because of the public access problems, the final proposal returned to the focus of the original 

proposal, which was on fencing and weed management. This proposal will be followed up in 

the 1997 phase of the Vineforests Project. 

 

Teddington Weir 

 

The Olsen’s Capricorn Caverns and Berlin Scrub Nature Refuge proposals meant that 

demonstration site plans were underway for the northern and southern ends of the Project 

region. A third site was required somewhere in the centre of the region. A study of the Steve 

Barry and Garry Thomas publication Threatened Vascular Rainforest Plants of South-east 

Queensland revealed a possible location in the Wide Bay Burnett region with good strategic 

potential in relation to other significant sites. The site selected was Teddington Weir, on 

Tinana Creek south of Maryborough. 

 

As a public recreation area, Teddington Weir represents an outstanding location for educating 

the public about dry rainforest conservation issues, and about the WWF South-East 

Queensland Vineforests Project. The Weir supplies Maryborough's water supply, and is a 

popular recreation area for the residents of Maryborough and surrounding districts. 

 

The vineforest communities at Teddington Weir feature high species diversity, including a 

range of rare and threatened species. Present are the endangered species Cossinia australiana, 

and the vulnerable species Fontainea rostrata, Quassia bidwillii, and Xanthostemon 

oppositifolius. 

 

The Wide Bay Burnett Electricity Corporation was recommended as a potential sponsor. A 

draft proposal was prepared in consultation with Wide Bay Burnett Electricity Corporation 

Environment Officer Steve Martin and local vineforest enthusiast Greg Smyrell. Key 

components of the proposal were to raise and insulate the powerline cable in the section of the 
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easement passing through the vineforest, commence replanting in the easement, construct an 

interpretive walking trail, and establish a management committee. On October 2, 1996, the 

Wide Bay Burnett Electricity Corporation advised that they had approved the proposal.  The 

approved project budget allowed for $13,000 for powerline works and $5,000 for the 

interpretive trail, easement rehabilitation, and trail brochure. 

 

In parallel to the work carried out with the sponsor, considerable liaison work has been carried 

out with Maryborough City Council, who are the trustees for the site. As well as the approval 

of the demonstration site interpretive trail, Council was also asked to consider entering into a 

Nature Refuge Agreement for the Teddington Weir site. After consideration, Council gave full 

approval to the demonstration site component, and appointed a Sub-Committee to handle 

Nature Refuge Agreement negotiations. 

 

The Wide Bay Burnett Electricity Corporation has advised that the powerline works will be 

carried out in the April 1997. WWF will arrange the construction of the interpretive trail by 

Australian Trust for Conservation Volunteers (ATCV) during July 1997, and will hold an 

official opening ceremony. 

 

3.2 Implement an education and publicity program about vineforest conservation 

and the WWF Vineforests Project. 

 

Project fliers and information distribution 

 

Three promotional fliers were prepared in the early stages of the project. These were: 

 

1. "Helping landholders to look after remnant scrubs... a win-win approach". This flier 

was aimed primarily at landholders and the Landcare movement (Refer Appendix 3). 

 

2. "Our forgotten forests... endangered species on the brink". This flier was aimed 

primarily at the general public and the conservation movement (Refer Appendix 3). 

 

3. "Can your company give landholders a helping hand?" This flier was aimed at 

potential sponsors, and was distributed with a copy of WWF's "Corporate 

Relationships" booklet. 

 

The "Helping landholders to look after remnant scrubs... a win-win approach" flier and the 

"Our forgotten forests... endangered species on the brink" flier have been widely circulated.  

 

These fliers have proven to be very successful. For example: 

 

 A landholder with an unsurveyed scrub remnant made contact after seeing a flier. The 

scrub remnant, at Pine Creek, Electra, near Bundaberg, proved to be quite significant, with 

the landholder wanting to enter into a Nature Refuge Agreement. This site has been added 

to the high-priority sites list. 

  

 People involved in remnant scrub work have made contact after seeing the fliers, and 

valuable networking and information exchange has resulted. 
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 A landholder with a patch of remnant bunya/hoop pine scrub in the Yarraman area has also 

made contact as a result of the fliers, as have several members of the general public. 

 

The third flier, "Can your company give landholders a helping hand?" was circulated initially 

but was later abandoned in favour of personalised letters to individual companies, which have 

proven to be much more effective. 

 

Other information distributed included copies of articles and a report discussing Vineforest 

Atlas co-author Lloyd Bird’s Woogaroo Scrub restoration project (Refer Appendix 3), and 

information about the Lockyer Watershed Management Association (LWMA) Vegetation 

Project Subcommittee and remnant vineforest conservation projects (Refer Appendix 3). 

 

Community group newsletters and other publicity 

 

Articles about the project were prepared for the newsletters of Ipswich Envirocare, the Wide 

Bay Burnett Conservation Council, and the Toowoomba and Region Environment Council. 

 

An article was prepared and run in the July-September 1996 edition of the WWF Australia 

magazine Wildlife News. 

 

Respected palaeobotanist Dr. Mary White, author of the well-known Greening of Gondwana 

will include a section on the project in her new soon-to-be-released book.  The WWF South-

East Queensland Vineforests Project will be used as an example of a successful community 

based approach to conservation. 

 

Attempts were made to have an article on the project included in the Queensland Country Life 

newspaper and the project featured on the ABC television program Landline. Both of these 

attempts were unsuccessful. 

 

Good publicity has also been generated by the work on the high-priority sites. 

 

Events and Conferences 

 

The Vineforest Liaison Officer attended the Queensland Landcare Conference in Bundaberg 

in July 1996. The conference proved to be an excellent networking event, allowing good 

contacts to be made with Landcare and Conservation group members, potential sponsors, and 

representatives from Local Authorities and State Government Departments. A copy of the 

"Helping landholders to look after remnant scrubs... a win-win approach" flier was included in 

the information satchel given to all conference delegates. A short presentation on the project 

was given at an information session held during the conference. 

 

A display was set up at the launch of Burnett Catchment Care in November, 1996. The 

Burnett Catchment features a large number of significant vineforest sites. As well as 

Vineforests Project information, the display also featured Lockyer Watershed Management 

Association (LWMA) Vegetation Projects information, with the hope that it might stimulate 

similar activities in Burnett. 
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Two presentations about the vineforests project were given to the Lockyer Watershed 

Management Association (LWMA), as part of ongoing interaction with that group. 

 

The WWF Vineforest Liaison Officer spoke at a meeting of the Brisbane Rainforest Action 

and Information Network (BRAIN), a group very active with on-ground vineforest 

conservation in the Brisbane area. BRAIN was very keen to hear about the WWF Vineforests 

Project, and is keen to network with other groups also actively involved in vineforest 

conservation, such as the Lockyer Watershed Management Association (LWMA). 

 

The final event of the 1996 WWF South-East Queensland Vineforests Project was a tour of 

the Lockyer Valley organised by the Vineforest Liaison Officer, focusing on the excellent 

remnant vineforest conservation work of the Lockyer Watershed Management Association 

(LWMA). Forty five people attended, including representatives from Ipswich Envirocare, the 

Brisbane Rainforest Action and Information Network (BRAIN), the Queensland Herbarium, 

Greening Australia, the Toowoomba and Region Environment Council (TREC), Bundaberg 

Landcare, the Department of Environment, the Lockyer Watershed Management Association 

(LWMA), and the Society for Growing Australian Plants (SGAP). Based on the success of the 

tour, more such activities are planned for the 1997 phase of the project. 

3.3 Research general impediments to private vineforest conservation and link the 

WWF Vineforests Project to solutions. 

 

The work on the “general impediments to private nature conservation” strategy has focused 

primarily on the activities of the Lockyer Watershed Management Association (LWMA). 

LWMA, which is the Lockyer Landcare Group and Queensland’s first Landcare Group, has 

had a strong interest in remnant vegetation over the years, particularly remnant vineforests 

(scrubs). 

 

The experiences with LWMA have allowed the development of an excellent understanding of 

key impediments to rural vineforest conservation, particularly on private lands, together with 

solutions that can be implemented. These issues are discussed in the following sections. 

 

LWMA Vegetation Projects 

 

The group now has an active involvement in the conservation of 5 vineforest scrub remnants - 

Dick Scanlan's Berlin Scrub Nature Refuge, "A Touch of Paradise" remnant, the Welk 

remnant, Nelson's remnant, and Dwyer's Scrub Conservation Park. This work represents the 

greatest amount of on-ground vineforest conservation work being carried out by a rural 

community throughout the entire project region, an outstanding effort. 

 

During 1996 LWMA formed a Vegetation Project Subcommittee (Refer Appendix 3). The 

Vineforest Liaison Officer has been an active member of the Vegetation Project 

Subcommittee, participating in meetings, events, and working bees. It is only through 

participation in this way that a proper understanding can be gained of the issues faced by the 

rural community in trying to conserve remnant vegetation. This sort of understanding cannot 

be gained by working "9 to 5" in the isolation of an office. 
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The first projects of the Vegetation Project Subcommittee have been weed management and 

replanting at Nelson’s remnant, and the fencing of the Welk Remnant.  The Vineforest Liaison 

Officer has also assisted LWMA through arranging an Australian Trust for Conservation 

Volunteers (ATCV) weeding project at the "A Touch of Paradise" remnant. 

 

Giving bushland a value 

 

From the work with LWMA, it has become evident that a key impediment, if not the key 

impediment, to vineforest conservation on private lands is that natural vegetation has little or 

no value, particularly economic value, to the rural community. Sometimes, because of the way 

rates or taxes are levied, natural vegetation can actually become a liability. 

 

The clearing of dry rainforest communities in the Vineforests Project region is now at a 

minimum, but is still a problem. Where areas are still being cleared, it is happening for several 

reasons. Amongst the rural community, there are still a few farmers clearing scrub (vineforest) 

purely because it has been done by previous generations. Most clearing by farmers, however, 

is for purely financial reasons - to increase the land area that can be farmed. The other major 

cause of clearance is subdivision in rural areas. 

 

Overcoming these problems involves education about the benefits of the natural environment 

to farming practices and better Local Government regulations to discourage subdivision in 

bushland areas. But the most success comes from giving natural vegetation a value. 

 

Social value 

 

Natural vegetation can be given value in a number of ways. There is social value, for example, 

sentimental reasons or pride generated from the interest of others. Some will keep a patch of 

scrub because previous generations of the family had decided to keep the patch. This is the 

case with Rachel Hill’s scrub at Pine Creek, Electra, near Bundaberg.  Some will keep scrub 

because of a developed interest in its conservation values. This is the case with Dick 

Scanlan’s Berlin Scrub. Others keep a patch of scrub because of the interest other have shown 

in it. In this way, LWMA has been able to encourage landholders to keep remnants. An 

example is the Welk remnant, located near Dick Scanlan’s Berlin Scrub. Over time, Dick 

Scanlan’s interest in his neighbour’s remnant has engendered an interest by its owner, Albert 

Welk. This interest has been amplified by naming it “The Welk Remnant” after its owner and 

leading guided tours through the remnant. Albert’s interest is now so great that he has 

consented to LWMA fencing his remnant to exclude his cattle. His obvious pride in showing 

off the remnant that now bears his name is the reason for his interest. 

 

However, pride is often not enough. A landholder at Yarraman with a bunya/hoop pine 

vineforest remnant made contact as a result of the project fliers. The scrub patch had been 

kept by previous generations, and the current landholder wishes to continue to retain it for 

sentimental reasons. However, after four years of drought he came close to having to sell it for 

timber. Fortunately, recent rains have meant that the landholder has been able to keep his head 

above water and the scrub remnant has been saved. However, the scare of nearly going under 

means the landholder wants to keep the block as an insurance policy against future disasters.  

The landholder has stated that he is not interested in the idea of a Nature Refuge Agreement, 

or even having the block surveyed, unless there is some sort of financial incentive for him to 
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keep it. There would be some who would say that the landholder should place the well being 

of future generations ahead of his family's immediate interests.  However, this attitude 

overlooks basic survival needs.  If your own and your family's survival is at risk, you 

understandably care about little else. 

 

Financial Value 

 

The work with LWMA revealed two primary ways of giving natural vegetation a financial 

value. 

 

The first is through nature-based tourism. LWMA has been running it's Lockyer Landcare 

Guided Tours program for a number of years (Refer Appendix 3). Apart from being an 

enjoyable experience to those involved, the tour guides and properties involved are paid for 

their time, and LWMA receives an income. 

 

The tours visit several patches of scrub and guided trails have been done for two of them, “A 

Touch of Paradise” remnant and “The Welk Remnant” (Refer Appendix 3). The inclusion of 

these remnants, both of which are on private land, in the Guided Tours program has given 

them a value beyond their social value. As most of the remnant scrub areas in the South-East 

Queensland Bioregion also coincide with areas of high scenic value, nature-based tourism has 

great potential. 

 

A second way of giving natural vegetation a financial value is to give landholders direct 

financial assistance. A popular method is rate rebates to landholders who set aside areas of 

vegetation. The amount of financial assistance is often not very large, but every little bit helps, 

and it is often enough to make a landholder decide on the side of the natural vegetation. At an 

LWMA meeting to discuss setting up the Vegetation Project Sub-committee, a Laidley Shire 

Councillor present received much praise from the farming community for the Council’s 

decision to waive rate payments on Dick Scanlan's Berlin Scrub Nature Refuge. 

 

An alternative to rate rebates is direct payment to assist landholders to tackle management 

problems such as weed infestation. Several Local Authorities are already implementing these 

sorts of assistance packages. Brisbane City Council (BCC) has introduced an innovative 

Voluntary Conservation Agreement (VCA) scheme where landholders receive financial 

assistance in return for signing a written agreement to protect their natural vegetation (Refer 

Appendix 3). 

 

The BCC scheme relies on funding from Green Levy payments collected through the rates 

process. Management assistance schemes like this can only operate where there is a large 

enough rate base.  For small rural Councils, assistance would be difficult without some form 

of finance from an external source. 

 

Another excellent scheme is operated by Logan City Council (Refer Appendix 3).  Under this 

scheme landholders within designated conservation areas can receive up to a 50% rates 

concession if they agree to rezone their land to a conservation zoning.  Cooloola Shire Council 

has also recently initiated a conservation incentives scheme.  Other South-East Queensland 

Councils are expected to follow the lead set by these Councils. 
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Obstacles to incentive-based conservation 

 

There has been a widespread belief that the rural community has a deliberate plot to destroy 

every last piece of native vegetation.  While there might be an element with this mentality, the 

example of LWMA shows that this attitude in no way characterises the whole of the rural 

community. 

 

As a consequence of this seriously misguided "farmers are the enemy of conservation" 

perception the approach to vegetation conservation has often relied on the use of a "big stick". 

This has given rise to backlash from people who are already pushed to the limit by drought, 

low commodity prices, disappearing services, a lack of meaningful community consultation, 

and other pressures.  People who could have been encouraged to adopt native vegetation 

conservation end up fighting against it, purely because they feel threatened.  Nobody wins, 

least of all the native vegetation. 

 

Unfortunately, the strong left-wing social agenda that has become entwined into the agenda of 

the environmental movement in Australia has to date been actively working against incentive-

based solutions, teaching as it does that the only way to save the planet is to completely 

abandon the consumer economy.  This dual agenda is actually undermining conservation 

efforts in Australia, as conservation measures imposed without any consideration for the 

landholder just result in a backlash against conservation.  Governments then end up being 

forced to bury what had appeared to be solid gains for conservation. 

 

Fortunately, this situation is now changing as many within the conservation movement realise 

the gains that can be made through cooperative work towards appropriate resourcing of 

vegetation managers. 

 

Progressing incentive-based conservation measures 

 

Progressing the notion of financial incentives for vineforest conservation has been a major 

focus of the project. Considerable support for this course of action has come from the 

Advisory Committee. 

 

At the suggestion of Brisbane City Council, the Vineforest Liaison Officer approached the 

Local Government Association of Queensland (LGAQ) with a view to convening a workshop 

on incentive-based conservation at the 1996 Local Government Association Conference. This 

approach was unsuccessful, however, a motion in support of Voluntary Conservation 

Agreements was put to the conference and supported. 

 

The idea of incentive-based measures for vineforest conservation has been advocated 

extensively with the Queensland Department of Environment. The Queensland Government 

has indicated strong support for such schemes. A speech to Parliament by the Hon. Frank 

Carroll MLA, Member for Mansfield (Refer Appendix 3), prompted the Vineforest Liaison 

Officer to write to the Hon. Brian Littleproud MLA, Minister for the Environment, in support 

of the Government’s Plans. A positive response was received. The information supplied in the 

letter will be followed up in the 1997 phase of the Project. 
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A Trust for Nature, similar to the Victorian Trust for Nature, could provide a suitable vehicle 

for the delivery of such assistance. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 1. Substantial funding is urgently required from 

the Queensland and/or Federal Government for the provision of financial 

assistance to landholders who protect and manage areas of remnant 

vegetation. 

 

Local Government conservation agreements, such as the Brisbane City Council Voluntary 

Conservation Agreements, are currently not able to be registered on perpetuity on land titles.  

Such registration is desired by many landowners.  Some landowners will be understandably 

reluctant to secure their conservation agreements in perpetuity and a more flexible approach 

where the financial assistance offered is tied to the length of the agreement has potential to 

encourage these landowners to enter into long term agreements.  The Victorian Trust for 

Nature again provides a model for such agreements. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 2. The Queensland Government must work towards 

a flexible system of conservation management agreements including the 

registration of Local Government Conservation Agreements on land titles. 

 

Opportunities for nature-based tourism in rural areas are at present stifled by Local 

Government Planning Schemes, a lack of definitive nature-based tourism legislation, a lack of 

awareness about the scenic attributes of vineforest areas, and a lack of financial support and 

assistance from government. For example, LWMA was unsuccessful in gaining further 

National Landcare Program funding for the LWMA Education Subcommittee co-ordinator at 

a critical time in the evolution of the Landcare Guided Tours program. The tours program was 

progressing towards becoming self-funding, and a number of the tourist venues were on the 

verge of putting on paid part-time staff, creating local employment opportunities and 

economic growth in an area that desperately needs it. Aside from its direct benefits for natural 

vegetation, tourism offers significant benefits for the rural economy and rural employment. 

Nature-based tourism issues will be further pursued in the 1997 phase of the Project. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 3. The Queensland and Federal Governments must 

actively encourage nature-based tourism as an alternative industry in rural 

areas. 

 

Much education is needed in order to break the stereotypes about the attitude of the rural 

community to remnant vegetation. If the conservation movement is to succeed in removing 

the threat of clearance, it must stop dealing with the symptoms and start working to find 

solutions to the causes of clearance. The best sort of education is interaction, and it is here that 

another valuable role of rural tourism is seen. With this in mind, the Vineforest Liaison 

Officer organised a WWF Rainforest Tour of the Lockyer Valley.  This tour succeeded in 

broadening the outlook of the urban conservationists who attended. Based on this success, 

more such tours are planned for the 1997 phase of the project. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 4. To achieve gains in conservation the Queensland 

Conservation movement must stop dealing with the symptoms and start 

working to find solutions to the causes of vegetation clearance 
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Management issues 

 

Financial assistance to landholders for management issues is a big incentive for vegetation 

retention. However, it can't stop there. Landholders and community groups must be able to 

implement tried-and-true management methods with what are limited resources, otherwise 

failure will result, and failure will soon lead to disillusionment, and then degradation and the 

risk of clearance. Unfortunately, for many of the remnant scrub management issues there are 

no clear cut solutions. 

 

In the Lockyer, as in most areas, weeds and fire are the biggest problems. Weeds and fire 

arguably represent a much greater threat to the vineforests of the South-East Queensland 

Bioregion than does clearance. 

 

For the two biggest weed problems in the Lockyer vineforests, which are madeira vine and 

green panic grass, no long-term solutions are currently available. Attempts to control both 

have been unsuccessful, despite the very best efforts of those involved. The madeira vine 

infestation in the Dwyer’s Scrub Conservation Park is now at a level where it seriously 

threatens the conservation values of the site. A senior rainforest botanist who viewed the site 

recently remarked that the situation is so bad that “it is a waste of time having this area as a 

Conservation Park.” Much more work - research and trials - is urgently required. A 

sponsorship proposal for madeira vine research was unsuccessful, however other avenues for 

weed research will be pursued in the 1997 phase of the project. 

 

Late in 1996, a number of fires burnt out of control in the southern Lockyer Valley, damaging 

several vineforest areas in the process.  Burning lantana on a very hot day is cost effective for 

farmers and will provide at least twelve months of relief from high levels of infestation. 

However, these very hot fires cause significant damage to the vineforest remnants in the area. 

 

The practice of firing is placing the long-term survival of vineforest remnants at risk. 

However, to just ban fires, as some advocate, will not solve the problem. The fires are lit for a 

reason, and that reason must be addressed if a genuine, workable, long-term solution is to be 

found. A ban will just result in an understandable backlash. The real solution is to allocate 

substantial resources to the successful control of lantana. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 5. Substantial funding is urgently required from the 

Queensland and/or Federal Government for investigation into, and 

implementation of, appropriate methods for the management of threats to 

vineforests from weeds and fire. 

 

A Seriously Neglected Ecosystem 

 

The number of seriously endangered plant species in the South-East Queensland vineforests is 

alarming. The high-priority sites that have been the focus of the specific site work for this 

Project feature nine endangered plant species, many of them endemic, and all with total 

populations of less than 150 plants. These species have not had a public profile, while large 

amounts of public attention is focused on species that are, by comparison, well conserved. 
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Another serious issue is that there are still many vineforest sites in South-East Queensland as 

yet unsurveyed for flora, and even more unsurveyed for fauna. Based on the number of new 

endemic species located during surveys in recent times, these unsurveyed areas are potentially 

highly significant. 

 

Addressing the neglect 

 

Fortunately, the situation is slowly changing, but there is a long way to go. In recent times, the 

Department of Environment has been doing some excellent vineforest conservation work. The 

conservation status of a number of sites has been improved by conversion to Nature Refuge, 

Conservation Park, National Park, or Scientific Area and further flora and fauna survey work 

has been carried out.  

 

The Department of Environment Central Coast Region has taken an excellent initiative with 

regard to community awareness with the publication of Introducing Dry Rainforests - A Guide 

to the vine thickets and forests of Queensland's central coast and hinterland. This is an 

outstanding publication, addressing in an easy to read way the lack of awareness about 

vineforests.  While many scientific papers have been written about these communities, few 

publications providing informative botanical detail for the non-specialist reader are available. 

Copies are available from the Naturally Queensland Centre for the price of $14.95 (as at 

December 1996). 

 

As well as the work by the Department, there is an increasing interest amongst the scientific 

community in carrying out more research work.  More Landcare and community groups are 

also getting involved, to complement the excellent work being done by groups and individuals 

like the Lockyer Watershed Management Association (LWMA), Lloyd Bird (Woogaroo 

Scrub), Arnold Rieck (Rosewood Scrub), and the Brisbane Rainforest Action and Information 

Network (BRAIN). Bundaberg Landcare recently received National Landcare Program (NLP) 

funding to carry out a vineforest species propagation project in the Isis and Woongarra Scrubs 

around Bundaberg. 

 

Vineforest plant species are ideal for garden plants and street planting because of their 

attractiveness and tolerance to dry conditions, but are largely ignored by the horticultural 

industry. This issue is addressed by the Introducing Dry Rainforests book, and it is also 

pleasing to see that Ipswich City Council is embarking on a major program to use local 

vineforest species for street tree planting. This is a very commendable initiative. Ipswich City 

Council has also included vineforest protection in its “Enviroplan” initiative. 

 

Vineforest plant species have also been extensively planted in the Bundaberg Botanical 

Gardens, and in Clocktower Park at Childers. 

 

However, despite all this good work, we are still only scratching the surface. If we are to 

conserve the vineforest ecosystem, then much more survey, research and conservation work is 

required. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 6. Substantial funding is urgently required from the 

Queensland and/or Federal Government for further flora and fauna surveys 

and conservation actions in vineforests. 
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Benefits of a bioregional approach 

 

The groups working on vineforest conservation in the South-east Queensland bioregion have 

largely been working in isolation from each other.  This has meant they have not been able to 

benefit from the experience and skills of other groups and have a poorly defined 

understanding of how their work fits into a bigger biological picture. 

 

This is a reflection on how nature conservation planning has been implemented to date.  

Planning that is based on catchments, local government boundaries or government department 

regions is hampered by administrative hurdles in the quest for optimum environmental 

outcomes.  Much of the success of the SE Queensland Vineforests Project can be attributed to 

its bioregional approach. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 7.  Nature Conservation planning in Queensland 

must adopt a bioregional approach. 

 

3.4 Research specific impediments to conservation for the "Significant Sites" and 

work with the landholders and/or land managers to encourage the implementation of 

solutions. 

 

Development of proposed conservation measures for high-priority sites. 

 

Initially 10 high-priority sites were selected for action based on an assessment of significance 

and threats. A familiarisation tour of 8 of the 10 high-priority was carried out with Vineforest 

Atlas co-author Paul Forster. The knowledge of the geography, significance, threats, 

constraints and opportunities for the eight sites gained during the familiarisation tour, together 

with some follow up research and liaison on all 10 sites, allowed the development of proposed 

conservation measures for each site. 

 

The two sites not visited were Vineforest Atlas Site 9 - Struck Oil, 6km E of Mt. Morgan and 

Vineforest Atlas Sites 185, 189, and 199 in the Darlington Range/Wongawallan area of the 

Gold Coast hinterland. Struck Oil landholders Ian and Cathy Herbert and the Department of 

Environment Central Coast Region provided initial advice regarding Vineforest Atlas Site 9 - 

Struck Oil, 6km E of Mt. Morgan. Initial advice on Vineforest Atlas Sites 185, 189 and 199 

was obtained from the Steve Barry and Gary Thomas publication Threatened Vascular 

Rainforest Plants of South-east Queensland. This publication was also invaluable in 

development of proposed conservation measures for Vineforest Atlas Site 45 - 1km SW of 

Booyal; the Theebine/Glenwood/Gunalda vineforests; Vineforest Atlas Site 42 - SF832 

Stanton 10km NNE of Booyal; and Teddington Weir. 

 

In researching the sites, extensive use was made of the excellent resources made available at 

the Department of Natural Resources Landcentre, Woolloongabba.  These resources included 

the BLIN (Basic Land Information Network) database, topographic maps, aerial photographs, 

and technical advice. 
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As the project progressed, Teddington Weir (the demonstration site) and Pine Creek Electra 

(the property of Rachel Hill near Bundaberg) were added to the high priority sites list bringing 

the number of sites from 10 to 12. 

 

Success of conservation measures 

 

The conservation measures implemented so far for all of the sites have been successful. For 

most of the sites, the implementation of the conservation measures has progressed well 

beyond the initial objectives. 

 

Entry of site information on GIS 

 

The only location information for sites listed in the Vineforest Atlas is a single point identified 

by latitude/longitude and a grid reference. Ideally, this information should be expanded to 

provide a full geographic representation of the particular vineforest area. As each site is 

worked on, there is an opportunity for the site information to be entered onto a GIS 

(Geographic Information System) database. The Australian Rainforest Conservation Society 

had hoped to have facilities available late in 1996 but has been postponed until 1997. The 

information could also be entered onto Department of Environment GIS databases during 

1997 if that was required. 

 

Implementation of proposed conservation measures for high priority sites. 

 

Vineforest Atlas Site 9 - Struck Oil, 6km E of Mt. Morgan 

 

Site Details: A combination of unreserved freehold and leasehold land and Unallocated State 

Land covering at least 100 hectares. Features the endangered species Cossinia australiana and 

Decaspermum sp. (Mt. Morgan N. Hoy AQ455657). Also features a range of vulnerable and 

rare species including Graptophyllum excelsum and Hernandia bivalvis. Threatened by 

proposed mineral extraction and weed infestation. 

 

The Herbert property, Lot 175 on Plan RN1529, contains some vineforest. To the north of the 

Herbert property is Lot 13 on Plan LN841734, which is now the Bouldercombe Gorge 

Resources Reserve. The Bouldercombe Gorge Resources Reserve contains a large area of 

vineforest, and is the location of Vineforest Atlas Significant Site 8. To the south of the 

Herbert property is Lot 20 on Plan LN587, which contains a large 90 hectare remnant of 

vineforest. To the west of Lot 20 is a series of small allotments containing vineforest. These 

small allotments are the location of Vineforest Atlas Significant Site 9. 

 

Proposed Conservation Measures: Investigate conversion of Unallocated State Land Lot 20 to 

either Conservation Park or leasehold with a Nature Refuge Agreement. Investigate solutions 

to mineral extraction problem. Encourage landholder involvement in WWF program through 

the Olsen's Caves demonstration site. 

 

Implementation: The Herberts have entered into a Nature Refuge Agreement for Lot 175. 

Because of mining exploration interests, the Nature Refuge Agreement will have a 

management plan similar to the one for Bouldercombe Gorge Resources Reserve, designating 

vineforest areas as high significance zones where mining should not occur. 
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Lot 20 was determined as the next priority for conservation, having as it does a large area of 

vineforest (90 hectares) and, although not yet fully surveyed, known populations of both of the 

endangered species. A proposal for the conservation of Lot 20 was forwarded to the 

Department of Natural Resources (DNR). A supplementary proposal, recommending 

conversion to Resources Reserve, was forwarded directly to the Rockhampton office of DNR. 

 

The proposal is being investigated, and verbal advice has been given to the effect that the 

proposal is likely to be supported. If successful, this will create a large continuous 

conservation area consisting of the Bouldercombe Gorge Resources Reserve, the property of 

Ian and Kathy Herbert, and Lot 20. 

 

The small freehold allotments to the west of Portion 20 are the next priority. The best 

approach here will be to encourage the landholders to enter into Nature Refuge Agreements in 

return for financial assistance (rate rebating and management assistance). This will be pursued 

in the 1997 phase of the Project. 

 

Vineforest Atlas Site 45 - 1km SW of Booyal 

 

Site Details: Unreserved freehold or leasehold land covering approximately 6 hectares. 

Features the endangered species Cossinia australiana and the vulnerable species Cupaniopsis 

shirleyana in an area where the vineforests have been almost completely cleared. Threatened 

by weed infestation and clearance for agriculture. 

 

Proposed Conservation Measures: Property is reportedly up for sale. Investigate if this is the 

case. If it is, look at possibilities for purchase (Government, Bush Heritage Fund, etc.) and 

conversion to Conservation Park, followed by the implementation of a community-based 

management program. If not, approach landholders to discuss possibility of Nature Refuge 

Agreement and assistance to manage weed problem and fence out cattle. 

 

Implementation: In November 1996, the property containing this site was listed for sale. 

Acquisition proposals have been submitted to the Australian Bush Heritage Fund and to the 

Queensland Department of Environment. Because the remnant is only part of the property, a 

couple of options other than a standard acquisition are presented. One is to purchase the 

property, apply a Nature Refuge over the vineforest, and resell it with the Nature Refuge in 

place. Another option is to purchase the property, subdivide off the vineforest, and resell the 

remainder of the property. The acquisition proposals recommend the investigation of these 

options. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 8: The Queensland Department of Environment 

should investigate alternative options to acquisition of environmentally 

significant areas.  One option would be a program similar to that operated by 

the Trust for Nature in Victoria. 
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Vineforest Atlas Sites 185, 189, and 199 - Darlington Range, Wongawallan 

 

Site Details: Unreserved freehold or leasehold land covering approximately 150 hectares. 

Features a large range of endangered and vulnerable species including Planchonella eerwah 

and Fontainea venosa. Threatened by weeds, fire and the risk of clearance. 

 

Proposed Conservation Measures: Liaise with local vineforest expert Glen Leiper regarding 

possible conservation measures. 

 

Implementation: The work in this area commenced with plans to work towards the 

conservation of just one vineforest remnant. However, after discussions with Glen Leiper, 

several visits to the area, and discussions with Bill McDonald from the Queensland 

Herbarium and Dr. Wendy Drake from Department of Environment Southeastern Region, it 

was decided that it would be best to work towards the protection of all significant vineforest 

areas in the Gold Coast hinterland, and that the best way to achieve this would be through an 

incentive-based scheme operated by the Local Council. Discussions in this regard were held 

with Gold Coast City Council. The Council showed a strong interest in this idea, particularly 

if funding assistance could be obtained from the State or Federal Government. As this funding 

is possible in 1997, the conservation of this area will be further pursued in the 1997 phase of 

the Project. Possibilities in the area are further enhanced by the declaration of Vineforest Atlas 

Significant Site 189 as a Nature Refuge. Community-based conservation works could be 

undertaken at this site as a way of raising the profile of vineforest conservation in the area. 

 

Glenwood/Theebine/Gunalda Area Vineforests 

 

Site Details: Unreserved freehold or leasehold land covering approximately 300 hectares. 

Features the endangered species Cossinia australiana, the vulnerable species Fontainea 

rostrata, and the rare species Choricarpia subargentea. Threatened by weed infestation and 

clearance for agriculture. 

 

Proposed Conservation Measures: Promote vineforest conservation through a demonstration 

project in the area. Investigate the possibility of Nature Refuge Agreements. 

 

Implementation: The work in this area commenced with plans to work towards the 

conservation of just one 60 hectare vineforest remnant. However, an examination of aerial 

photography and several visits to the area revealed the existence of several other large 

remnants of vineforest. In consultation with the Advisory Committee, it was decided that it 

would be best to work towards the protection of all these areas, and that the best way to 

achieve this would be through an incentive-based scheme operated by the Local Council. The 

best time to approach the Local Council would be in the 1997 phase of the Project, following 

the extensive publicity that will accompany the opening of the Teddington Weir 

demonstration site, and hopefully following the receipt of State and/or Federal Funding for 

rate rebates and management assistance. 
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Vineforest Atlas Site 63 - Binjour Plateau, 4.5km S of Binjour 

 

Site Details: Roadside remnant covering less than 1 hectare. Features the vulnerable species 

Pomaderris clivicola and the rare species Bertya pedicellata in an area where almost all the 

vineforest has been cleared. Threatened by road maintenance activities and weed infestation. 

A revised status of endangered is pending for Pomaderris clivicola. 

 

Proposed Conservation Measures: Approach local government to discuss management of site 

and encourage them to enter into a Nature Refuge Agreement. Involve community in some 

way, possibly in conjunction with the other Binjour site (SF172 Binjour Plateau). 

 

Implementation: In the early stages of the Project, possibilities for this site were discussed 

with Australian Trust for Conservation Volunteers (ATCV) Queensland Manager, Phil 

Harrison.  ATCV had funding available for educational projects, and an educational project at 

the site involving schools in the area was a possibility. Phil followed this idea up and found 

considerable support, particularly from the Binjour Plateau Primary school, which is only a 

short distance from the site. 

 

Coinciding with an ATCV/WWF decision to proceed with the site project, a letter was 

received from a vineforest enthusiast at Bundaberg, who indicated an interest in the 

Vineforests Project. Information was sent in return and then the Vineforest Liaison Officer 

met with Maureen Schmitt. Following the meeting, it was decided to engage Maureen to carry 

out the Binjour Plateau Project. 

 

The school held their first day at the site on November 8, 1996, which went very well. During 

the day, the students were educated about threatened species issues and their own threatened 

species site. Erosion/weed growth monitoring pegs were installed at the site, and three bottle 

trees were planted. The school had already raised these from local provenance seed. As a 

result of the day, the Binjour Plateau Primary School has agreed to adopt the site. The local 

newspaper published an article prior to the day, and a follow-up article. A second day will be 

held at the site in May 1997. Australian Trust for Conservation Volunteers (ATCV) have been 

thanked for providing funding for the activity. 

 

In parallel to the work carried out with Binjour Plateau Primary School, liaison work has also 

been carried out with Gayndah Shire Council, who are the responsible authority for the site. 

Council was also asked to consider entering into a Nature Refuge Agreement for the site. 

Council gave in-principle approval to a Nature Refuge Agreement. To progress the Nature 

Refuge Agreement, the threatened species on site need to be mapped. Arrangements are 

underway for the site to be mapped by a surveyor. 

 

The conservation of this site will be followed up in the 1997 phase of the project. Maureen 

Schmitt has since been appointed to carry out a vineforests project for Bundaberg Landcare. 

 

SF583 Wietalaba, Monto District Forestry 

 

Site Details: State Forest and possibly adjacent unreserved freehold or leasehold covering 

approximately 400 hectares. Features two endangered species that are endemic to the site: 

Oldenlandia sp. (Wietalaba N. Gibson 1344) and Rhodamnia sp. (Calliope N. Gibson 1335).  
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Threatened by fire on the western margin. The last fire burnt to the edge of the section of 

vineforest containing the Rhodamnia: another fire of similar intensity would probably result in 

the extinction of this species. 

 

Proposed Conservation Measures: Survey vineforest to determine extent of endangered 

species. Approach forestry to discuss conversion to National Park (preferred outcome), 

Conservation Park, or Scientific Area. 

 

Implementation: The conservation of this site has been pursued through discussions with 

Monto District Forestry. These discussions have revealed that the area containing the 

endangered Oldenlandia and Rhodamnia fortunately coincides with an area that will not be 

logged because it is too steep. Consequently, there appear to be no obstacles to the declaration 

of a Scientific Area. The Vineforest Liaison Officer has prepared a draft Scientific Area 

proposal. Once this draft has been sanctioned by Monto District Forestry, the Queensland 

Herbarium, and Department of Environment Central Coast Region, it will be forwarded to the 

Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Rockhampton for progression towards approval. 

Because of the likelihood of populations of the Oldenlandia and Rhodamnia also being 

present in other parts of the vineforest within this State Forest, it has been recommended that 

as much as possible of the vineforest is included in the Scientific Area. Fire breaks and fire 

management strategies have also been recommended. 

 

Information about this site will also need to be fed into the Regional Forest Agreement 

process for South-East Queensland. This process is about to commence. 

 

Funding for the surveys to locate additional populations of the Oldenlandia and Rhodamnia 

was unsuccessfully sought from the Federal Endangered Species Program. 

 

SF391 Bulburin, Monto District Forestry 

 

Site Details: State Forest covering approximately 10 hectares. Features a large range of 

endangered and rare species including the vulnerable species Macadamia jansenii which is 

endemic to the site. Threatened by weed infestation and fires. Additional threat to Macadamia 

jansenii from collection of plant material. 

 

Proposed Conservation Measures: This 10 hectares of vineforest is part of a larger area of 

mostly degraded vineforest covering in excess of 6000 hectares. A large portion of the 

vineforest adjacent to Granite Creek is proposed for conversion to Scientific Area. Forestry 

will be encouraged to extend the SA to include the Macadamia jansenii site, to implement fire 

and weed management, and strategies for discouraging site visitation. 

 

Implementation: The conservation of this site has been pursued through discussions with 

Monto District Forestry These discussions have revealed that the area containing the 

endangered Macadamia jansenii coincides with a flora and fauna protection area in the 

Management Plan Granite Creek of March 1994. The whole of the Pine Creek catchment, and 

not just the Macadamia site, falls within the flora and fauna protection area. Although the 

management plan is apparently no longer in force because of the Regional Forest Agreement 

Process, the fact that the area has had a flora and fauna protection designation means that 

there should be no obstacles to the declaration of a Scientific Area. The Vineforest Liaison  
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Officer has prepared a draft Scientific Area proposal. Once this draft has been sanctioned by 

Monto District Forestry, the Queensland Herbarium, and the Department of Environment 

Central Coast Region, it will be forwarded to the Department of Natural Resources Bundaberg 

for progression towards approval. To provide adequate buffering to the Macadamia site it has 

been recommended that the whole Pine Creek catchment be included in the Scientific Area. 

This will have the added benefit of not accurately pinpointing the site. Pinpointing the site 

would be likely to encourage collection of plant material. Fire breaks, fire management 

strategies, and weed management have also been recommended. 

 

Information about this site will also need to be fed into the Regional Forest Agreement 

process for South-East Queensland. This process is about to commence. 

 

SF172 Binjour Plateau 

 

Site Details: State Forest covering approximately 10 hectares. Features a range of endangered 

and vulnerable species including two newly identified species that are endemic to the site: 

Fontainea sp. (Binjour P. Forster 14130) and Zieria sp. (Binjour P. Forster 14134). Most of 

the vineforest has been cleared from this area. Threatened by grazing, and by fire on the 

western margin, which is the section of vineforest containing the vulnerable species Bertya 

opponens. 

 

Proposed Conservation Measures: Encourage conversion to Scientific Area, implementation 

of fire management strategies, and fencing to exclude cattle. Encourage propagation of 

endangered species and reintroduction at suitable locations. Encourage awareness of 

vineforest conservation issues, possibly in conjunction with other Binjour site (Site 63 - 

Binjour Plateau, 4.5km S of Binjour). 

 

Implementation of Proposed Conservation Measures: The conservation of this site has been 

pursued through discussions with Monto District Forestry. The discussions revealed the 

existence of two other areas of similar vineforest in the same section of State Forest. One is 

approximately 10 hectares in the size, the other approximately 5 hectares. The endangered 

Zieria has been located in the 10 hectare patch, with the 5 hectare patch yet to be surveyed. 

 

All three patches of scrub fortunately coincide with an area that has been zoned as flora and 

fauna protection area. Consequently, there appear to be no obstacles to the declaration of a 

Scientific Area. The Vineforest Liaison Officer has prepared a draft Scientific Area proposal. 

Once this draft has been sanctioned by Monto District Forestry, the Queensland Herbarium, 

and the Department of Environment Central Coast Region, it will be forwarded to the 

Department of Natural Resources Bundaberg for progression towards approval. The flora and 

fauna protection area also contains a patch of significant eucalypt forest containing Eucalyptus 

melanoleuca which is listed as rare under the Nature Conservation Act. It has been 

recommended that this patch also be included in the Scientific Area. It has also been 

recommended that substantial areas of adjacent open eucalypt forest zoned for timber 

production be included in the Scientific Area to act as a buffer zone and corridor connection 

between the patches. Fire breaks, fire management strategies to protect the scrub, and the 

cessation of grazing have also been recommended. 
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Information about this site will also need to be fed into the Regional Forest Agreement 

process for South-East Queensland. This process is about to commence. 

 

Koolkoorum Creek, adjacent to Vineforest Atlas Site 28 

 

Site Details: State Forest and possibly unreserved freehold or leasehold land covering 

approximately 20 hectares, adjacent to the 980 hectare Scientific Area 54, SF121 Degalgil. 

Features a range of rare and vulnerable species in vineforest along Koolkoorum Creek. A 

number of the concentrations of these species are outside the Scientific Area on land that may 

be either State Forest or unreserved freehold or leasehold. Threatened by weeds, grazing, and 

fire: a recent fire has already destroyed a large section of the vineforest. 

 

Proposed Conservation Measures: Investigate tenure of vineforest adjacent to Scientific Area. 

If forestry, encourage extension of Scientific Area. If unreserved freehold or leasehold, 

encourage landholder to enter into a Nature Refuge Agreement. Encourage implementation of 

fire and weed management strategies and the fencing out of cattle. 

 

Implementation of Proposed Conservation Measures: The tenure of the site was investigated 

through a study of the Department of Natural Resources Basic Land Information Network 

(BLIN) and a second visit to the site. 

 

Tenure was found to be primarily leasehold, with a small component of freehold and a small 

component of State Forest. To initiate conservation action for the site, the Department of 

Natural Resources has been asked to investigate possibilities for the leasehold component. 

Landholder issues will need to be accommodated in any conservation action. For example, 

access to water and shade will be required for stock. 

 

This site will be followed up in the 1997 phase of the project. 

 

Vineforest Atlas Site 42 - SF832 Stanton, 10km NNE of Booyal 

 

Site Details: State Forest covering approximately 1 hectare. Features a range of endangered 

and vulnerable species including the endangered species Alectryon ramiflorus which has a 

very small population. Has been converted to a Feature Protection Area and fenced, but is still 

threatened by weeds, insect attack, and fire. 

 

Proposed Conservation Measures: Encourage suitable community group in the area to adopt 

the site and implement weed management. Encourage adjacent landholders and forestry to 

implement fire management. Encourage propagation of Alectryon ramiflorus and 

reintroduction at suitable locations. 

 

Implementation: For the conservation of this site and the endangered species Alectryon 

ramiflorus the Vineforest Liaison Officer has been working in conjunction with the 

Department of Environment Central Coast Region. Central Coast Region has funding for 

Recovery Plan preparation and is establishing a Recovery Team. To complement this, the 

Vineforest Liaison Officer linked the Bundaberg Landcare Vineforest Propagation Project to 

the Recovery Team. The Vineforest Liaison Officer has also written to the Secretary of the 

Isis District landcare Group, who is also the Secretary of the local branch of the Canegrowers  
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industry organisation, asking them to consider an involvement in a Canegrowers sponsored 

project that identifies suitable private and public land sites around Childers for the 

reintroduction of Alectryon ramiflorus, and then carries out revegetation at those sites. This 

will be followed up in the 1997 phase of the Vineforests Project. 

 

Teddington Weir 

 

Site Details: Water reserve on Tinana Creek south of Maryborough. Features the endangered 

species Cossinia australiana, and the vulnerable species Fontainea rostrata, Quassia 

bidwillii, and Xanthostemon oppositifolius. Threatened by fire and weeds. 

 

Proposed Conservation Measures: Establish a demonstration site to encourage an awareness 

of vineforest conservation and the WWF Vineforests Project. Encourage Maryborough City 

Council to enter into a Nature Refuge Agreement. 

 

Implementation of Proposed Conservation Measures: The demonstration site project is well 

advanced, and Maryborough City Council has given in-principle support to a Nature Refuge 

Agreement. Further funding for the site has been sought from the Federal "Corridors of 

Green" program. 

 

Pine Creek Electra 

 

Site Details: Unreserved freehold with approximately 6 hectares of vineforest fronting Pine 

Creek, a tributary of the Burnett River. This is the last remnant of the vineforests of the 

Electra area, and features the vulnerable species Cupaniopsis shirleyana. The vineforest is in 

good condition with minimal weed invasion and some minor disturbance to soils and 

vegetation from grazing. 

 

Proposed Conservation Measures: Landholder made contact with the Vineforest Liaison 

Officer as a result of a project flier. Landholder is keen to enter into a Nature Refuge 

Agreement. 

 

Implementation: To initiate conservation action, a flora survey was carried out by Vineforest 

Atlas co-author Paul Forster. The survey revealed that the site is highly significant. The 

Vineforest Liaison Officer will assist the landholder to enter into the Nature Refuge 

Agreement in the 1997 phase of the Vineforests Project, in conjunction with the Bundaberg 

Landcare Project Officer. 

 

3.5 Resources permitting, initiate the collation of fauna data for vineforest sites. 

 

Data for SEQ2001 part of project region. 

 

A written request was made to the Department of Environment Naturesearch section for fauna 

data for Vineforest Atlas sites within the SEQ2001 part of the Vineforests Project region. This 

collation was a very large task, and coincided with a restructuring of the Naturesearch section. 

Consequently, the information took a long time to compile. The information obtained will be 

very useful in the 1997 phase of the project. 
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Fauna data for remainder of Vineforests Project region. 

 

Department of Environment Central Coast Region advised that a comprehensive survey had 

been compiled for areas outside the SEQ2001 region. This survey is Vertebrates of Dry 

Rainforest of South and Mideastern Queensland, by Alan Horsup, Cameron James, and Gary 

Porter, 1993. This information will also be very useful in the 1997 phase of the project. 

3.6 Advisory Committee 

 

An Advisory Committee comprising government and community representatives was 

maintained for the length of the project. The Advisory Committee provided direction and 

advice for the project through a series of meetings and direct consultation by the Vineforest 

Liaison Officer. The Advisory Committee membership remained dynamic throughout the 

year, so that people with appropriate knowledge were brought on to the committee as 

required. 

 

The first meeting was held on October 17, 1995; prior to the commencement of the Project. 

An informal meeting was held at the commencement of the Project, with three formal 

meetings held during the project. These were held on April 24, 1996; August 8, 1996 and 

November 22, 1996. 

 

4.  CONTINUATION OF PROJECT IN 1997 

 

Shortly after the commencement of the 1996 South-East Queensland Vineforests Project, an 

application was submitted for further funding from the National Landcare Save the Bush 

program. This application was unsuccessful. 

 

Later in 1996, an application was prepared and submitted to the Rothwells Trust. Advice was 

received in early 1997 that this application had been successful, paving the way for the 1997 

phase of the Project to commence in February 1997. 

 

Because of the success of the 1996 Vineforest Project in conserving threatened plant species, 

the Queensland Department of Environment has invited WWF Officer Bruce Boyes to initiate 

plant and ecosystem recovery for the new Threatened Species and Ecosystems Unit.  The 

Department of Environment has generously granted $10,000 of additional funding to facilitate 

this partnership. 

 

6.  CONCLUSION 

 

Liaison was carried out with landholders and land managers for 12 high priority sites and 

proposals developed to further the conservation management at each site. Implementation of 

each of the proposals developed is now underway.  Once these proposals are implemented all 

12 sites will have better protection.  Additionally the project has improved the conservation of 

9 of Queensland's endangered plants. 

 

An extensive public education and awareness campaign and exhaustive networking between 

groups and individuals involved in vineforest conservation has meant that the 1996 Vineforest  
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Project has been highly successful in generating a high level of State Government, local 

authority and landowner support for the conservation and active management of vineforest 

scrubs in the south-east Queensland Bioregion.  The project objectives have been successfully 

met and the project will continue with funding from other sources. 

 

Many joint ventures have been initiated and WWF is pleased to be able to provide continued 

support for stakeholder involvement in protection of vineforests through 1997.  In a period of 

just over 2 years the initial funding of $24,850 from the Save the Bush Program will result in 

conservation work totalling over $115,000. 
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APPENDIX 1: SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL & IN KIND SUPPORT 

 

The following departments, organisations and individuals are thanked for their support of the 

WWF South-East Queensland Vineforests Project. The $24,850 Save the Bush grant 

successfully generated in kind support totalling $44,820. This was made up of $18,550 direct 

financial support (in addition to the Save the Bush grant funding) and $26,270 operational 

support. 

 

Financial Support 

 

1. The Wide Bay Burnett Electricity Corporation for providing sponsorship for the 

Teddington Weir Demonstration Site, south of Maryborough. This sponsorship totals 

$18,000, being $13,000 for the erection of a new low-impact powerline $5,000 for 

easement revegetation and the construction of an interpretive trail. Thanks to Wide 

Bay Burnett Electricity Corporation Environment Officer Steve Martin for his 

excellent liaison work. 

 

2. The Australian Trust for Conservation Volunteers (ATCV) for generously 

sponsoring a community-based project at the Binjour Plateau road reserve site 

(Vineforest Atlas site 63). The $500 sponsorship was used to run a Threatened Species 

Day at the site for the Binjour Plateau Primary School, together with a follow-up day 

to be held early in 1997. Thanks to ATCV Queensland Manager Phil Harrison for 

arranging the sponsorship. 

 

3. Mrs. Rosemary Slorach from Brisbane for the generous donation of $50 towards the 

project. 

 

Operational Support 

 

1. The Vineforests Project Advisory Committee for support and assistance that was 

outstanding. Without the advice and help of Paul Sattler ( Qld Dept. of Environment 

Conservation Strategy Branch), Peter Bostock (Qld Dept of Environment, Queensland 

Herbarium), Paul Forster (Qld Dept of Environment, Queensland Herbarium), Bob 

Skitch (Qld Dept of Natural Resources), Peter Lawson (Qld Dept of Environment 

Southeastern Region), Steve Barry (Qld Dept of Environment Central Coast Region), 

Andrea Leverington (Qld Dept of Environment Conservation Strategy Branch), Dr. 

Aila Keto (Australian Rainforest Conservation Society), and Imogen Zethoven (Qld. 

Conservation Council) the achievements of the WWF Vineforests Project 1996 would 

not have been possible. (Approx. 120 hours at $15/ hr = $1,800). 

 

2. The Queensland Department of Environment Southeastern Region for supplying a 

motor vehicle through a low-cost leasing arrangement. Many thanks to Paul Sattler, 

Rob Hughes, Peter Lawson and Vic Adams for organising this special vehicle 

arrangement, which has been a key ingredient in the success of the Vineforests Project. 

Without the use of a reliable vehicle, traveling the large distances throughout the 

project region would have been difficult. Thanks also go to Elizabeth Stark, John 

Pysden, Lyn Engeham, Fiona Thorpe and Karen Francis from the Department of 

Environment Southeastern Region Support Services Unit who were responsible for 
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the day-to-day administration of the vehicle arrangement. (Approx 10 hours at $15 per 

hour = $150; vehicle running costs approx. $2,000). 

 

3. The Queensland Department of Environment Southeastern Region for generously 

providing office facilities at the Southeastern Region Conservation Resource Unit, 

Moggill. Thanks to Paul Sattler and Peter Lawson for organising and providing 

office facilities, which included phone, fax, photocopying, message taking, and mail 

service. Thanks to Administrative Officers Madeline Christensen, Michelle Gadd, 

and Jill Angus for excellent office support at Moggill. (Approx. 30 hours at $15 per 

hour = $450; use of office equipment approx. $2,000). 

 

4. The Queensland Department of Natural Resources for providing mapping facilities 

for the project, which included access to topographic maps, aerial photographs, and the 

computer database BLIN (Basic Land Information Network). Thanks to Bob Skitch 

and Geoff Edwards for arranging these facilities. (Approx. 10 hours at $15 per hour = 

$150; use of BLIN and maps approx. $800). 

 

5. The Queensland Herbarium for providing a computer with all Vineforest Plant Atlas 

for South-East Queensland site listings on hard disk. Thanks to Peter Bostock 

(Queensland Herbarium) for arranging this. (Computer cost approx $500). 

 

6. Paul Forster (Queensland Herbarium) for a three day tour of inspection of vineforest 

sites needing high-priority conservation action. (Approx 24 hours at $15 /hr = $360). 

 

7. The Lockyer Landcare Group - Lockyer Watershed Management Association 

(LWMA) for providing a unique opportunity to develop an understanding of the key 

impediments to vineforest conservation and the solutions that can be implemented to 

overcome these impediments. Very special thanks to John Miles, Max Roberts, Dick 

Scanlan, Robert Bauer, Trudy Townson, Bruce Ford, Steve Barakin, Andrew 

Davidson, Steve Fox, Steve Harper, Dan and Tanya Murphy, Kate Steele, 

Richard and Catherine Johnson, and Jim Kerr and Judy Whistler for great advice 

and assistance. (Approx 100 hours at $15 per hour = $1,500). 

 

8. Woogaroo Scrub Project Coordinator Lloyd Bird for supplying inspirational 

material about his vineforest restoration project on Woogaroo Creek, south of Camira 

between Brisbane and Ipswich. 

 

9. Ipswich Envirocare Assoc. Inc. for the generous loan of their Canon word processor 

- bubblejet printer unit for the term of the project. (approx. cost $1,000). 

 

10. The Australian Trust for Conservation Volunteers (ATCV) for generously 

providing a free-of-charge weekend activity at the "A Touch of Paradise" remnant in 

the Lockyer Valley. Thanks to ATCV Queensland Manager Phil Harrison for 

arranging the weekend, and to Weekend Projects Coordinator Steve Fox for running 

the weekend. Thanks to the volunteers who participated. (Approx 102 hours at $15 per 

hour = $1,530). 
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11. The Binjour Plateau Primary School for keenly participating in the Binjour Plateau 

roadside remnant site (Vineforest Atlas Site 63) threatened species activities, and 

agreeing to adopt the site to ensure that it is cared for in the long-term. Thanks to 

school teacher Andrea Whelan for facilitating the school's participation in the 

activity. (Approx 30 hours at $15 per hour = $450). 

 

12. Maureen Schmitt, vineforest enthusiast from Bundaberg Landcare for leading the 

Binjour Plateau road reserve site (Vineforest Atlas Site 63) threatened species 

activities. 

 

13. Greg Smyrell, vineforest enthusiast from the Wide Bay Burnett Conservation 

Council Maryborough Branch for his ongoing advice and assistance with the 

Teddington Weir Demonstration Site Project. (Approx 25 hours at $15/hr = $375). 

 

14. The Wide Bay Burnett Conservation Council, Ipswich Envirocare, and The 

Toowoomba and Region Environment Council for publishing articles about the 

project in their newsletters. 

 

15. The Queensland Landcare Conference Secretariat for facilitating the inclusion of 

the Vineforests Project flier "Helping landholders to look after remnant scrubs...a win-

win approach" in the information kit given to all conference delegates. 

 

16. Burnett Catchment Care for facilitating a Vineforests Project display at the official 

launch of Burnett Catchment Care, held at the Booyal hall west of Childers. Thanks to 

Landcare Coordinator Heather Beever for arranging participation. 

 

17. The Department of Environment Southeastern Region Conservation Resource 

Unit for ongoing advice, support and assistance; and the opportunity for input into the 

work of the Department. Thanks to Peter Lawson, Dr. Wendy Drake, Peter 

Lehmann, Ross Patterson, Derek Johnson, Rayelene Klohs, George Krieger, 

Harry Hines, Kim Morris, Shelley Sullivan, Anne Spearritt, Dr. Greg Gordon, 

Cathy James and Frances Hrdina. (Approx 30 hours at $15 per hour = $450). 

 

18. Andrea Leverington from the Department of the Environment Conservation 

Strategy Branch for advice regarding Nature Refuge Agreement processes. 

 

19. The Queensland National Parks and Wildlife Service Central Moreton District 

Office for ongoing advice, support and assistance, and the opportunity for input into 

the work of QNPWS Central Moreton. Thanks to Des Jones, Guy Thomas and Mark 

Daly. (Approx 30 hours at $15 per hour = $450). 

 

20. Monto District Forestry for assistance and cooperation with the development of 

Scientific Area proposals. Thanks to Dennis Rolfe, Keith Watson and staff for an 

excellent effort. (Approx 20 hours at $15 per hour = $300). 
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21. Tom Crothers from the Department of Natural Resources Bundaberg for advice in 

regard to the Scientific Area proposals and the Koolkoorum Creek site. 

 

22. Damian Kennedy from the Department of Natural Resources Rockhampton for 

progressing the proposal for the conversion of the Struck Oil site to Resources 

Reserve. Thanks to Geoff Edwards from the Department of Natural Resources 

Brisbane for facilitating the link with Department of Natural Resources 

Rockhampton. (Approx10 hours at $15 per hour = $150). 

 

23. Ian Hislop and Leo Ryan from Brisbane City Council for information about 

Councils' innovative Voluntary Conservation Agreement Scheme, advice on progress 

of the implementation of the scheme, and advice on how to introduce such schemes in 

other local government areas. (Approx 4 hours at $15 per hour = $60). 

 

24. Tim Ellis, Senior Acquisitions Officer from the Department of Environment 

Conservation Strategy Branch for preparing an introductory letter to Gayndah Shire 

Council regarding the idea of a Nature Refuge for the Binjour Plateau roadside 

remnant site, and an introductory letter to Maryborough City Council regarding the 

idea of a Nature Refuge for Teddington Weir. (Approx 4 hours at $15 per hour = $60). 

 

25. Maryborough City Council for approving the Teddington Weir Demonstration 

Site Project and giving in-principle support to the idea of a Nature Refuge for 

Teddington Weir. Thanks to Maryborough Councillor Bev Carruthers-Turner for 

her excellent work in progressing the Demonstration Site and Nature Refuge 

proposals. Thanks to Tom Ryan, Maryborough Council Parks and Gardens 

Officer, for supporting the proposals. Thanks to Doug Lupton, Maryborough 

Council Plant Engineer, for advice regarding signage and carparking, and for 

arranging for ATCV personnel to camp in the pump station compound at Teddington 

Weir. (Approx 30 hours at $15 per hour = $450). 

 

26. Gayndah Shire Council for giving in-principle support to the idea of a Nature Refuge 

for the Binjour Plateau road reserve site. Thanks to Gayndah Shire Council Chief 

Executive Officer Bob Slatter for assistance with advancing the Nature Refuge 

proposal. (Approx 15 hours at $15 per hour = $225). 

 

27. Glen Leiper, vineforest enthusiast from Beenleigh, for advice regarding the 

vineforests of the Darlington Range - Wongawallan areas. 

 

28. Olsen's Capricorn Caves for advice on their work with the conservation of their 

vineforest, and for agreeing to participate in the Vineforests Project as a proposed 

demonstration site. Thanks to the Augusteyn family for their excellent assistance. 

(Approx 20 hours at $15 per hour = $300). 

 

29. Ian and Cathy Herbert from the “Belgamba” property at Struck Oil, near Mt. 

Morgan, for advice on the conservation of vineforests in the Struck Oil area. (Approx 

20 hours at $15 per hour = $300). 
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30. The Brisbane Rainforest Action and Information Network (BRAIN) for inviting 

the Vineforest Liaison Officer to be guest speaker at one of their meetings. 

 

31. Greening Australia Queensland for ongoing advice and assistance. Special thanks to 

GAQ extension officer Jim Johnson. 

 

32. Mary E. White, respected palaeobotanist and author of the well known Greening of 

Gondwana for the opportunity to contribute to her forthcoming book. 

 

33. Pam Morrison, from the Department of Environment Naturesearch Section, for 

compiling fauna survey information for vineforests within the SEQ2001 region. 

(Approx 12 hours at $15 per hour = $180). 

 

34. Neil Kershaw and Geoff Sinclair from the Department of Environment Central 

Coast Region for initial advice regarding the direction of the Vineforests Project in 

relation to the Central Coast region. (Approx 4 hours at $15 per hour = $60). 

 

35. Bill McDonald from the Queensland Herbarium for advice on the content of the 

project fliers. 

 

36. Dr. Gordon Guymer from the Queensland Herbarium for permission to reproduce 

the drawing of Alectryon ramiflorus in the "Our forgotten forests... endangered species 

on the brink" flier. 

 

37. Michael Brown from the Department of Primary Industries for permission to 

reproduce the "Control of Exotic Vines" drawing in the "Helping landholders to look 

after remnant scrubs... a win-win approach" flier. 

 

38. Maria Vandergragt from the National Threatened Species Network for advice and 

assistance regarding threatened species recovery. (Approx 4 hours at $15/hr = $60). 

 

39. WWF Australia Head Office in Sydney for support, advice, and assistance during the 

project. Thanks to Dr. David Butcher, Dr. Ray Nias, Jamie Pittock, Deirdre Moor, 

Scott Lyall and Philippa Walsh. (Approx $2856). 

 

40. WWF Vineforest Liaison Officer Bruce Boyes, whose contribution to the project 

included the following: extra time to take the project to five or six days a week for 

much of the project (c.$8,500), payment of some accommodation during fieldwork 

because of a shortfall in the travel budget (c.$550), payment of most meal costs during 

fieldwork because of a shortfall in the travel budget (c.$750), payment of postage 

during fieldwork (c.$50), payment of phone calls during fieldwork (c.$100), donation 

to Ipswich Envirocare for use of word processor/printer unit ($50), cleaning of 

Department of Environment vehicle (c. $60), and stationery (c.$100). 
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APPENDIX 2: NOTES ON TENURE 

 

In this report it has been necessary to use tenure terminology which is consistent with the 

Vineforest Plant Atlas for South-East Queensland. Some of this terminology is not consistent 

with tenure terms defined in the Land Act 1994 and the Land Title Act 1994.  For the purpose 

of this report the following definitions apply: 

 

1. Unallocated State Land: Land owned by the State that has not been allocated for any 

purpose, that is, it has not been granted in freehold title or leased or reserved for any 

purpose. Before the Land Act 1994 and the Land Title Act 1994 it was called Crown 

Land and often described as Vacant Crown Land (VCL). 

 

2. Reserve: Land owned by the State which is reserved for a particular purpose. 

 

3. Unreserved freehold and/or leasehold: Freehold and State leasehold land over which 

there is no Nature Refuge Agreement or other form of conservation protection. 

 

4. Resources Reserve: In accordance with the Queensland Nature Conservation Act 

1992, a Resources Reserve is managed to: 

 

 (a) Recognise and, if appropriate, protect the area's cultural and natural resources. 

 

 (b) Provide for the controlled use of the area's cultural and natural resources (for 

  example, controlled mining activities may be allowed). 

 

 (c) Ensure that the area is maintained predominantly in its natural condition. 

 

Commercial forestry operations are not allowed in a Resources Reserve. 
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APPENDIX 3: EDUCATIONAL & PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 
 



 

Establishing a Nature Refuge 

by Richard Scanlan 

 

Introduction 

 

To commence this talk on establishing a Nature Refuge, I will take you back to the 

days of my youth. I have lived in the Lockyer Valley for the whole of my life (71 

years), as did both of my parents before me. Even as a school boy, I loved to hear my 

father speak of his days as an axeman and how he and other men of the day would fall 

the scrub trees that covered the hills. 

 

When the early settlers selected land in the Lockyer Valley in the 1880s and 90s the 

tree coverage consisted of two main types. An estimated 80% of the valley was 

covered with eucalypt type forest while the remainder was covered with softwood 

scrub. This scrub could also be described as dry rainforest or vine thicket. Most of the 

scrub areas were to be found on the hills to the South of the valley. 

 

Clearing by the Early Settlers 

 

The forest areas were ring barked by the early settlers, whereas the scrubs were 

completely felled by the axe. When the scrub was felled, fired and grassed, the land 

was found to be rich in nitrogen and had a good carrying capacity for beef and dairy 

cattle. Many of the early settlers turned their attention to these scrubby hills. As a 

result of their hard work, many succeeded in making a good living. 

 

Between about 1890 and 1940, most of the scrubs were felled, and when I grew to 

manhood in the early 40s, there was not much of it left. However, it was my dream to 

prove that I was a real man by felling scrub as my forebears had done. My dream did 

come true. In 1950, I purchased a large piece of land, 446 acres, which was covered 

with mostly softwood scrub and a small amount of Brigalow scrub. It cost me two 

pounds per acre. 

 

In those days, conservation was not an issue. My only thought at the time was to clear 

the scrub and plant it with grass so I could establish a herd of beef cattle. This is 

precisely what happened. During the next 15 years, with some help, I felled all but 

about 70 acres. By that time the lantana was growing up behind me and I felt it was 

time to call a halt.  

 

By the year 1970, soil erosion and land slipping had become a serious problem and I 

slowly came to the conclusion that I had been responsible for land degradation. This 

was the worst where the hills were the steepest. 

 

In 1976, I was elected as a Laidley Shire Councillor and a few years later I became 

involved with a group known as the “Lockyer Watershed Management Association” 

(L.W.M.A.). By this time my attitudes had completely changed from what they had  



 

been many years earlier. The L.W.M.A. was concerned with such things as soil 

conservation, water quality, establishment of nitrogen rich pastures and the restoration 

of natural vegetation. 

 

Establishing a Nature Refuge 

 

My friends in the L.W.M.A. had always shown a keen interest in my 70 acres of scrub 

as well as in other patches throughout the valley. A “remnant vegetation” sub 

committee was formed and there was a growing interest in the subject. I personally 

conducted several walks through my patch of scrub. At the time, we were told that 

Government legislation to establish fauna reserves was in place, but it was not 

satisfactory for this reason:- It protected the animals and birds, but it did not protect 

their habitat. In other words, the trees in a fauna reserve could all be felled. What then 

would become of the animals and lizards, the birds and the bees that relied on the 

trees for food and protection? 

 

To cut a long story short, word eventually came to us that the Qld Government was 

considering legislation that would correct this anomaly. Finally the Nature 

Conservation Act 1992 was passed in the Qld Parliament, in October of that year. In 

short, their object was to establish what was to be known as “Nature Refuge” 

conservation agreements with landholders. Such agreements, to be drawn up by the 

landholder and the Department of Environment and Heritage would be legally binding 

and would totally protect the flora and fauna in perpetuity. The landholder would 

retain ownership of the property. 

 

My next move was to make application to the Department for my scrub to be declared 

a Nature Refuge. This application was dated 12th October 1992, so it can be seen that 

we did not waste any time. Within the weeks following, I had a visit from officers of 

the Department who had to assess whether my block of scrub had ecological value and 

was suitable for such a declaration. Mr Ron Turner and Mr Greg Siepen duly arrived 

and an on site inspection was made. They were convinced that it conformed with all 

requirements. 

 

It soon became obvious that this was to be the first “Nature Refuge” declared under 

the new legislation and it was important that everything be done correctly. We had to 

clearly define exactly where the boundaries of Nature Refuge would be. The total area 

of the property was 446 acres. About 110 acres of this was to become refuge and 

about 70 acres of that was virgin scrub. On the Eastern side and the South side, the 

property boundaries were used. A stone gully was declared its Western boundary and 

the Northern boundary was a line between two points that were clearly established. It 

was at this time we decided to name it the “Berlin Scrub” Nature Refuge. Firstly, 

“Berlin” was my wife’s maiden name and secondly, several families by that name had 

lived in the area since 1920. 



 

During the following months I had several visits from Mr Turner and other 

department officers to finalise an agreement. Very simply we sat down at our dining 

room table and worked out an agreement that was satisfactory to all concerned. It 

would not be possible, here, to tell you all the matters agreed upon, but I will touch on 

just a few: 

1. I must make reasonable efforts to prevent the spread or invasion of pests and 

weeds of a foreign nature. 

2. I may allow certain animals in certain situations to enter the land (this could 

include cattle). 

3. I may provide access to the land to special interest groups for nature based 

recreation. 

4. I may not permit the removal of any trees from the property. However, I could 

remove fallen branchwood for domestic firewood, excluding hollow logs and 

limbs. 

5. I must not plant any trees or plants other than local indigenous stock. 

6. I must not allow 4 wheel drive vehicle or trail bikes on the property. 

Officers of the Department compiled a great deal of other relevant information 

following on site inspections of the scrub. This included the general topography, soil 

types etc. 53 kinds of birds were identified and over 120 plant species were listed. 

Finally after all legal aspects had been considered, the agreement was completed. It 

was then signed on the one hand by Mrs Molly Robson, Minister for the Environment 

and Heritage, by my wife (Doris) and myself as the owners. 

 

What is the future of conservation outside nature reserves? 

 

The Lockyer Watershed Management Association is currently negotiating with Shire 

Councils to preserve small areas of remnant vegetation which have survived on 

unused and remote road reserves. We have also shown an interest in similar patches of 

vegetation on private lands, where we have received co-operation. By working to 

protect and preserve these areas, we demonstrate to the local community that they are 

of value. By so doing we generate a far greater interest by all concerned. 

 

In conclusion 

 

I am proud of my Nature Refuge and have great pleasure in showing it to special 

interest groups. However, it is not possible to have every little patch of trees 

“declared” under the Act. I firmly believe that no patch of trees is too small or 

insignificant to be declared “One’s Own Private Nature Refuge”. The pride of 

ownership can be much the same. 

 

R.A. Scanlan 



 

 

 
 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 


